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SEISMIC COLLAPSE RISK ASSESSMENT AND PROBABILISTIC SENSITIVITY 




Special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs) are popular structural systems used in regions 
with high seismicity. For SCBFs located in regions close to earthquake faults, they may be 
subject to near-fault ground motions, often characterized by forward directivity pulse with long 
periods. These near-fault pulses could impose additional seismic demands on structures and 
increase the risk for structural collapse. Currently, there is limited research on the seismic 
collapse risk of SCBFs under near-fault earthquakes. To accurately assess the seismic collapse 
risk of structures under near-fault ground motions, the seismic hazards and the near-fault 
characteristics and the associated uncertainties need to be properly quantified. To this end, this 
research investigates the seismic collapse risk of SCBFs under near-fault earthquakes focusing 
on two typical SCBFs (i.e., SCBF with Chevron bracing and SCBF with Cross bracing). To 
assess the seismic collapse risk, a general simulation-based risk assessment framework is used. 
To quantify the large variability and uncertainty associated with the seismic hazard, stochastic 
ground motion (SGM) model is used where the near-fault pulse characteristics are explicitly 
incorporated. The uncertainties in the SGM model parameters (including the near-fault pulse 
characteristics) are addressed through appropriate selection of probability distribution functions 
(PDFs). To accurately predict the occurrence of collapse, numerical models capable of capturing 
the nonlinear and collapse behavior are established for the two braced frames and used in 
nonlinear time history analysis subject to the stochastic ground motion excitations. Stochastic 
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simulation is used to propagate the uncertainties and evaluate the resulting multidimensional risk 
integral. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis is carried out to investigate the importance of each (or 
groups of) uncertain model parameters within the SGM including the near-fault pulse 
characteristics towards the seismic collapse risk of the two braced frames. The results indicate 
that near-fault ground motions could lead to significant increase in the seismic collapse risk of 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 




One of the most crucial objectives of the building codes is the protection of structures 
against collapse under seismic events. With the advancement in earthquake engineering, the 
concept of performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) is gaining popularity, which 
considers the entire range of seismic hazards and structural behaviors, including nonlinear 
behavior and even collapse. For structures located in regions close to earthquake fault lines, they 
may be subject to near-fault earthquakes. Near-fault ground motions, often characterized by 
forward directivity pulse with long periods, can impose additional seismic demands on 
structures, which could increase the likelihood for unpredictable damages and even collapse.  
Currently, there is limited research on the seismic collapse risk of structures under near-fault 
earthquakes. To assess the seismic collapse performance of structures, usually incremental 
dynamic analysis (IDA) is used. IDA carries out non-linear time history analysis of the structure 
under a set of selected recorded ground motions, and these ground motions are scaled up until 
the structure reaches collapse. Typically, ground motions with near-fault pulse are not explicitly 
considered due to the scarcity in recorded near-fault ground motions. Also, there is concern on 
the validity of scaled ground motions, which may not represent actual ground motions (e.g., in 
terms of frequency contents and other characteristics). To accurately assess the seismic collapse 
risk of structures under near-fault ground motions, the seismic hazards and the near-fault 
characteristics and the associated uncertainties need to be properly quantified. These challenges 
hinder better understanding of seismic collapse performance and risk of structures close to 
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earthquake faults. A better understanding of such risk can guide continued improvement of the 
building codes and design philosophies. This is what motivates the research in this thesis. 
 
1.2 Scope of the Research  
Special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs) are popular structural systems used in regions 
with high seismicity. It is critical to understand their collapse performance under near-fault 
earthquakes. This research investigates the seismic collapse risk of SCBFs under near-fault 
earthquakes. Two typical SCBFs will be considered, i.e., SCBF with Chevron bracing and SCBF 
with cross bracing. To assess the seismic collapse risk, a general simulation-based risk 
assessment framework is used, which facilitates the adoption of complex models that include 
various sources of uncertainty associated with the structure and the seismic hazards. To quantify 
the large variability and uncertainty associated with the seismic hazard, stochastic ground motion 
(SGM) model is used to generate synthetic ground motions. The near-fault pulse characteristics 
are explicitly incorporated in the SGM model. The uncertainties in the SGM model parameters 
(including the near-fault pulse characteristics) are addressed through appropriate selection of 
probability distribution functions (PDFs). To accurately predict the occurrence of collapse, 
numerical models capable of capturing the nonlinear and collapse behavior are established for 
the two braced frames and used in nonlinear time history analysis subject to the stochastic 
ground motion excitations. Stochastic simulation is used to propagate the uncertainties and 
evaluate the resulting multidimensional risk integral. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis is carried 
out to investigate the importance of each (or groups of) uncertain model parameters within the 
SGM including the near-fault pulse characteristics towards the seismic collapse risk of the two 
braced frames.  
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1.3 Organization of the Research  
This thesis is divided into seven different chapters. 
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the investigated problem and the motivation of 
pursuing this research and presents the scope of this research. 
Chapter 2 focuses on literature review and background of the proposed research related to 
performance-based design, characteristics of SCBFs, near-fault earthquakes, and existing 
research on seismic collapse risk assessment. 
Chapter 3 discusses the simulation-based framework for seismic collapse risk 
quantification and assessment, and the sample-based approach for probabilistic sensitivity 
analysis to identify important risk factors. 
Chapter 4 provides details on the preliminary design and numerical modelling of the 
braced frames with chevron and cross bracing. 
Chapter 5 presents the adopted stochastic ground motion model and provides the 
complete steps to simulate near-fault ground motions. 
Chapter 6 presents the implementation details, case studies and results for seismic 
collapse risk assessment and probabilistic sensitivity analysis of braced frames under near-fault 
earthquakes. 
And last but not least Chapter 7 summarizes the research findings with recommendations 





CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND 
Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
 
 
2.1 Performance-based Design 
Performance-based design is the procedure that enable the design and construction of 
buildings such that it will be able to attain desired seismic performance such as potential life-
safety impacts, potential loss of occupancy and potential repair costs which is in contrast to 
traditional prescribed building codes [1] It focuses on obtaining structures that perform better 
than traditional building codes conforming buildings. The rudimentary steps involved in the 
process are first a performance objective is selected and then a preliminary design is carried out 
for the structure. After that, assessment of the performance is checked, and if it matches the 
desired objective performance, then it is acceptable, otherwise it is designed again until the 
required performance is attained [2]. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the whole system 
performance under various design level earthquake. It includes the base shear against different 
damage level where every seismic event has an associative level of damage to the system. It also 
showcases the acceptable and unacceptable performance of the system. The performance level of 
a structure is usually selected based on the importance of the structure. Defining the performance 
parameter is twofold, first there is a specification of desired earthquake level typically taken as 
10% probability of exceedance in 50 years or 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years, and the 
next part is the desired performance level of the structure that should meet or exceed the 
performance under the chosen seismic hazard. Standard performance levels put forward by 
American Technical Councils [3,4] and Federal Emergency Management Agency [5,6] include 
























(10% / 50 yrs)
Very rare events
(2% / 50 yrs)
 
Figure 1. Performance-based Design 
 
Operational building performance level is the performance level where components of 
the structure (including both structural and non-structural components) are expected to undergo 
minimal or no damage. The full functionality of the structure can be achieved by some slight 
repairing of the non-structural components after immediate ground shaking. Under rare 
circumstances the buildings are designed to achieve this performance level. Immediate 
occupancy performance level is the performance level when the structural components go 
through minimal damage while the non-structural components have negligible damage. This is 
the most desirable performance level for buildings; this level is a more practical level of 
performance to achieve than the previous one.  
The primary objective of the seismic provisions is to protect life safety through collapse 
prevention. Most structures are designed to attain this level of performance against future 
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excitation, and modern seismic codes are built around this criterion. Life safety performance 
level is the level where the structure experiences considerable damage to both structural and non-
structural components. To regain occupancy, structural repair is required which can be extensive 
depending on the damages. Collapse prevention performance level is the level where the 
structure may experience failure of the crucial components and it may impose threat to the 
occupants in the building. This can also lead to significant economic losses [2,7]. 
 
2.2 Braced Frames 
In regions with high seismicity, special moment resisting frames (SMRF) were 
considered to be one of the best lateral resisting systems for buildings. However, earthquake 
events such as the 1994 Northridge earthquake, 1995 Hyogo-Ken Nanbu earthquake and other 
recent earthquakes, led to the brittle fractures in the beam and column connections, 
compromising the integrity of such systems. The unpredicted damages in the connections during 
these earthquake events raised big concern among structural engineers who anticipated that steel 
beam and column connections were strong enough to endure high seismic ground motions. After 
these events, FEMA initiated a six-year program led by SAC Joint Venture which consists of 
Structural Engineers of Northern California, Applied Technology Council, and California 
Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering to investigate the problems and develop 
guidelines which can be beneficial for SMRF systems. The resulting guidelines introduced more 
rigorous design protocols with even greater emphasis on quality control to achieve target 
ductility in the connections. Since the design of these systems are governed by the AISC story 
drift limits, larger steel sections were utilized to meet those requirements, which resulted in more 
intricate structural configurations and in turn increased the construction cost of SMRF systems. 
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This plethora of complexity associated with SMRF resulted in a shift towards adopting a 
simplistic yet economical lateral resisting systems for the low and mid-rise buildings, and 
concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are considered to be one of the ideal choice in tackling the 
above complications and hence became a primary choice for seismic load resisting system [8] 
CBFs are one of the most economical lateral load resisting systems for low-rise 
structures, which utilize truss members connected concentrically at the joint of beam and 
columns. In addition to providing high stiffness and strength, this system tends to have a low 
ductility overall and under severe earthquake it becomes challenging to maintain the overall 
strength of the system. Due to low ductility, the yielding members may experience fatigue and 
failure under seismic loading. This issue can be resolved by utilizing special class of CBFs called 
Special Concentrically Braced Frames (SCBFs) where the yielding members are meticulously 
designed and detailed to achieve higher level of ductility during inelastic deformations [9]. 
Another advantage of using SCBFs for low-rise buildings is seismic retrofitting, since the 
components can be effectively retrofitted without causing any detrimental effect on the overall 
system strength and performance. 
In structural design for the braced frames under the seismic loads, it is critical to identify 
the weak link in the structure, because the earthquake loading is highly nonlinear and due to its 
high variability, it can impose stresses in the components significantly larger than the design 
level earthquake, which can led to unexpected failure in the system. Proper design and detailing 
is required for these components in order to avoid undesirable failure or complete collapse. In 
braced frames these weak links are ‘braces’. The bracing member are the components that 
requires proper detailing in order to keep them ductile during yielding and buckling under 
seismic loading. So in order to accomplish that, all these components are oversized with respect 
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to the capacity of the brace, which allows them to be protected during non-linear behavior. So 
the system deforms elastically under seismic action but it will not collapse, the integrity of the 
structure will remain intact, and it will still carry the gravity loads although it has been subjected 
to loads larger than its capacity. The behavior of an example braced frame is illustrated in Figure 
2 where braces in tension and compression can be clearly seen. 
 
 
Figure 2 Brace Behavior of Braced Frame 
 
2.2.1 Component Behavior of SCBFs  
Early research work done on braced frames has focused mainly on the components such 
as the braces and the gusset plates under monotonic cyclic loading. The brace is the essential 
element in SCBFs as it dissipates most of the seismic energy under earthquake loading; if 
designed properly, then this should be the first member to fracture. So understanding its behavior 
becomes a priority to maximize performance. Some of the earlier research to understand brace 
behavior includes.[10–12] The most important takeaway from these studies is the effect of the 
slenderness ratio (brace slenderness and section slenderness) towards the drift capacity of the 
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member. The accurate detailing of the braces are essential for achieving ductility; so for brace 
slenderness, high slenderness ratio leads to severely pinched hysteretic response while low 
slenderness ratio leads to a reduction in the ductility capacity and ultimately fracture of the 
component under higher deformations. So the KL/r limit should be more than 70 and less than 
200. For the section slenderness of the brace members, high section slenderness leads to 
localized yielding and premature fracture of the braces. So in order to avoid that b/t and D/t 
limits needs to be checked as proposed by AISC-05 [13].These experimental studies were 
beneficial in understanding the behavior of the components, the overall system behavior was not 
well understood due to lack of accurate boundary conditions. 
 
2.2.2 System Behavior of SCBFs 
The study and research done on understanding the overall system behavior of braced 
frame are much less. Some of the major studies include the experiments carried out at University 
of California, Berkeley on three one-story, one bay buckling restrained braced frame (BRBFs) 
and two story, one bay SCBF with buckling HSS braces, which showed that the current design 
provisions AISC 97 [14] were not performing as intended under cyclic loading. The system 
suffered brittle beam fracture, which occurred at story drifts expected to see during experiments 
which were less than story drift limit during severe seismic events [15]. 
In order to better understand SCBFs system behavior, National Science Foundation 
(NSF) funded and initiated a research program under Network for Earthquake Engineering 
Simulation (NEES) called “International Hybrid Simulation of Tomorrows Braced Frame 
Systems” whose goal was to create a new design procedure to unlock the potential of these 
systems. The project involved testing 38 braced frames with the emphasis on the gusset plate 
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connection. This research resulted in improvement to the design and connection detailing which 
improved the overall performance of the system by further extending the ductility of the SCBFs 
[16]. Major advancement has been studying the analytical portion of the braced frames by 
improving the continuum finite element models for the SCBFs and also developing discrete line 
element models which captures the brace fracture [17]. In addition to this, first 3D SCBF 
experiment was carried out with realistic boundary conditions to evaluate performance of the 
system, understand the effects of bi-directional loading on the ductility of the frame, and 
investigate the effects of gusset plate geometry in the behavior of the system and also an 
improvement to the balanced design procedure, which is alternative to the capacity design 
procedure [18]. All the above research and experiments assisted in understanding the complex 
behavior of the system [18]. 
 
2.3 Braced Frame under Near-Fault Earthquakes 
2.3.1 Near-Fault Earthquakes 
Earthquakes can have significant impacts on structures and can potentially lead structural 
collapse. If the structure is situated near the fault zone, then its probability to have unexpected 
failure is increased. Near-fault ground motions are characterized by strong coherent long period 
pulse and permanent ground displacements, due to which they can be more detrimental to 
structures than far-field earthquakes. The risk associated with these ground motions on the 
structures is not adequately comprehended. These ground motions are typically governed by 
long-period pulses caused by forward rupture directivity effects (large velocity amplitude). After 
studying the recent earthquakes by seismologists it was observed that the period of pulse is 
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increased with the earthquake magnitude and this dependence led to increase in the intensity of 
the forces generated by the ground motion.  
There are many characteristics associated with near-fault ground motions. Forward 
directivity usually happens when the fault rupture propagates to a site, and when the shear wave 
velocity is close to rupture velocity, large period pulses are originated from the fault. Also from 
observing various different ground motions that exhibit near fault pulse, the corresponding 
response spectrum of the fault-normal component was very high when compared with the 
parallel component. The Fling effect is an aftereffect of the earthquake where the ground 
experience permanent tectonic deformation for the particular structural site. This is characterized 
by large amplitude velocity pulse and typically arises in the parallel component of the fault. Near 
field pulses are typically characterized in terms of their waveforms, which include the pulse 
duration, amplitude as well as the number and phase of half cycles. In addition to this, the effect 
of forward directivity decreases as the structure is further away from the fault; the near-fault 
pulse like ground motion are likely to occur within around 15 km of the fault [19].  
 Due to the lack of availability of recorded near fault ground motions, the synthetic 
ground motion for near fault sites can be used in PBEE. It is important to have realistic and 
consistent ground motions which include pulse characteristics. There are many models 
developed over the years [20]. Some of the existing models include [21] proposed a method for 
representing velocity pulse under specific site conditions and the resultant velocity when fitted to 
the recorded ground motions lack the high frequency content. A hybrid method of stochastic and 
theoretical green’s function can be used to for generating near fault ground motion. This 
approach considers the complete waveform (far-, intermediate- and near field terms) [22]. This 
corresponds to a seismological numerical model. A mathematical model [23] of velocity pulse 
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that can replicate the intermediate to long period features of near fault pulse like ground motion 
and this model again lack the high frequency content due to which they suggested a stochastic 
approach based on source model that can describe incoherent high frequency content. This model 
corresponds to stochastic model based on random process theory which is used in this study. 
 
2.3.2 Braced Frame under Near-Fault Earthquakes  
As previously described, near-fault ground motions are characterized by forward 
directivity pulse and these pulses contain large amount of seismic energy, which imposes higher 
demands in the structures. This energy needs to be dissipated by the structures, due to which 
large deformations can occur in the system and the risk for brittle fracture or fatigue of structural 
components is increased [24]. Pulses generated through ground motion can also lead to highly 
uneven distribution of the ductility demands in the different story of the building. Experimental 
results have validated some of the unexpected behaviors of structures when subjected to pulse 
type ground motions. The results indicated that when the fundamental period of the structure is 
larger than the period of the pulse, the ductility demands for the roof has already reached towards 
the maximum ductility limit under low intensity of ground motions. When the ground motion 
intensity increases, the ductility demand at the bottom of structure will increase rapidly. In 
addition to this, when the fundamental period of the structure is shorter than pulse period, the 
maximum story ductility demand originates at the bottom of the structure and it gets intensified 
with the increase in the ground motion. This indicates that under the pulse type ground motion 
the standard story shear strength distributions led to huge variations of ductility demands over 
the height of the structure [25]. The impacts of near-fault earthquakes on braced frames, 




2.4 Seismic Collapse Risk Assessment 
Structural collapse occurs when the load carrying capacity of the structure fails during a 
seismic event. Collapse can be either vertical or sidesway; and for ductile frame, sidesway 
collapse is more predominant during earthquakes [26]. There are various quantitative assessment 
tools to assess the performance of the structure. Over the decades the analysis has shifted from 
static approach to dynamic approach. Before the introduction of the performance based design, 
static pushover analysis was used to gather information about the overall behavior of the 
structure. This analysis estimated the strength, stiffness and its degradations as the deformation 
in the structure increases. It also included the material non-linearities and the second order effect 
of the structure. This analysis had some major issues such as no torsional effects, orthogonality 
effects cannot be integrated, no higher modes effects once local mechanisms was formed, and 
many more. This led to development of new methods of assessment since accurate prediction 
was not possible from this analysis. Over time, new methods of analysis were developed which 
included the non-linear time history analysis where the behavior of the structure is quantified 
under a specific ground motion and its response is calculated at subsequent time instants. This 
analysis considers the higher mode effects. Though accurate, this approach is computationally 
more challenging than the pushover analysis and the results are highly sensitive to the ground 
motion records used. It is advised by Structural Engineers Association of California to use at 






Figure 3 Incremental Dynamic Analysis 
 
To assess the seismic collapse performance of structures, usually incremental dynamic 
analysis (IDA) is used. It is a computational analysis method for performing a comprehensive 
assessment of the behavior of structures under seismic loads. It can be considered as the dynamic 
equivalent of the pushover analysis. This analysis can be used to estimate seismic risk. This 
method involves selecting an engineering demand parameter and set of ground motions. The 
procedure includes multiple nonlinear dynamic analysis where the set of ground motion data is 
selected and each ground motion is scaled to several levels of seismic intensity until the 
engineering demand parameters (EDPs) go through the entire range of behavior, from elastic to 
inelastic and finally to global dynamic instability where the structure experiences collapse [27]. 
Typically, the post processing is represented in terms of scalar intensity measure (IMs). Some of 
the possible choices for IMs includes peak ground acceleration, peak ground velocity, and 5% 
damped spectral acceleration is most commonly used while EDPs include the response parameter 
such as maximum interstory drift, peak floor accelerations and peak story drift. The visual 
representation of IDA is shown in. Figure 3. It can also be observed from IDA curve (Spectral 
acceleration vs interstory drift ratio) is plotted where different interstory drift ratio defines the 
threshold for different damage state and then for each set of earthquake records, the probability 
of exceedance at each damage state at a particular spectral intensity is calculated. Finally 
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fragility curves are developed that provides the performance of structure in terms of different 
damage states [28]. 
Though helpful in assessing collapse performance, the use of scaled ground motion in 
IDA raises concerns. More specifically, there is concern on the validity of scaled ground 
motions, which may not represent actual ground motions (e.g., in terms of frequency contents 
and other characteristics). In the context of seismic collapse risk assessment under near-fault 
earthquakes, the variability in the near-fault ground motions may not be properly quantified 
considering scarcity in recorded near-fault ground motions. Also, how the seismic hazard 
characteristics and near-fault pulse characteristics impact the seismic collapse risk is still not 
well understood. Sensitivity analysis that can help identify the key contributing risk factors in the 
near-fault earthquakes may help achieve this goal.  
Overall, to accurately assess the seismic collapse risk of structures under near-fault ground 
motions, the seismic hazards and the near-fault characteristics and the associated uncertainties 
need to be properly quantified. These challenges hinder better understanding. A better 
understanding of seismic collapse performance and risk of structures close to earthquake faults 
can guide continued improvement of the building codes and design philosophies, which 
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3.1 Simulation-based Framework for Seismic Collapse Risk Quantification 
To quantify the seismic collapse risk of braced frames, the simulation-based framework 
in [29] is used. This framework considers an augmented system model that includes models for 
the excitation, the system model, and the performance model. The evaluation of the seismic risk 
requires the combination of these models. It is crucial to properly characterize the uncertainties 
associated with these models. For our research, the focus will be on the impact of the 
uncertainties in the ground motion (including near-fault pulse characteristics) and future 
variabilities related to it [29]. In order to quantify all the uncertainties associated with ground 
motion and integrate them into the augmented system model, a probability logic approach is 
adopted where appropriate PDFs are assigned to the uncertain parameters, leading to an efficient 
seismic risk quantification[30–32]. 
Let θ  represent all the uncertain model parameters related to the ground motion model 
where 
n
R θ∈Θ⊂θ  and Θ  the entire domain for all the possible values for the uncertain 
parameters and nθ  the dimension (total number) of uncertain parameters, and ( )p θ  represent the 
PDF for the uncertain parameters θ . Now the performance of the system can be characterized as 
( ) : nh θθ +→   which is called the performance parameter and can be evaluated based on the 
structural response. In stochastic setting, the seismic risk H  can be described as the expected 
value of ( )h θ  over the probability models for θ  in Eq.(3.1). 




Based on the different definition for performance parameter ( )h θ , different seismic risk 
H  can be established. In this research, we are interested in the seismic collapse risk or the 
probability of collapse. In this case, ( )h θ  corresponds to the indicator function FI  against the 
failure event F ; and if the structure fails, then its value is 1 otherwise 0, so ultimately H  is the 
failure probability against an event F . So the above equation (3.1) can be modified such that 
FH P≡  and the performance parameter ( ( )θ) θFh I≡  in Eq.(3.2). In our study the indicator 
function FI  is calculated by comparing the maximum interstory drift ratio obtained through 
structural response and compared with the threshold that defines the acceptable performance. 
The AISC collapse limit of braced frame is selected where maximum interstory drift is 5%. So 
when the structure response (interstory drift ratio) is more than the threshold the FI = 1 and 
hence H  corresponds to system’s ‘failure’ and if the structural response is less than threshold 
then the H corresponds to system’s acceptable performance. Figure 4 illustrates the augmented 
system model for the seismic risk quantification. 
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Figure 4 Augmented Model for Seismic Risk Quantification 
 
3.2 Stochastic Simulation for Seismic Collapse Risk Assessment 
To evaluate the risk integral, which corresponds to a multidimensional integral over the 
entire domain Θ , stochastic simulation is used, which is general and can address complex 
models and high-dimensional uncertainties. More specifically, using N samples from some 
proposal density ( )q θ , an approximate estimation of the integral can be achieved by Eq. (3.3) 
[32]. 



















= ∑       (3.3) 
where jθ  represents the sample in the thj  simulation. For each jθ , a corresponding stochastic 
ground motion can be generated, which will serve as input for the nonlinear time history 
analysis, and the corresponding structural response and performance ( )jh θ  can be established. 
So for our study the equation (3.2) can be modified into the equation mentioned below in Eq. 
(3.4). 
















= ∑       (3.4) 
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One of the advantages of the stochastic simulation based approach is the ability to assess 
the accuracy of the estimation, which can be evaluated through its coefficient of variation δ. 
Lower values of δ means better accuracy. The mathematical expression for calculating the 
coefficient of variation  can be done using the Eq. (3.5) below [33]. 






























     (3.5) 
In order to improve the accuracy of the estimation, it is not efficient to simply increase N 
due to the fact that δ is inversely proportional to N . To efficiently establish estimation with 
good accuracy, important sampling can be adopted, which corresponds to choosing a better 
proposal density (i.e., importance sampling density) ( )q θ  by focusing on the dimensions which 
can have more impact than the others towards the integrand [32]. When ( ) ( )q p=θ θ , the 
stochastic simulation corresponds to direct Monte Carlo simulation (MCS).  
For the current problem, it is expected that ground motion model parameters such as 
moment magnitude, rupture distance and amplitude of pulse may have large impacts on the 
seismic collapse risk, and proposal density will be built with respect to those parameters to 
improve the estimation accuracy and efficiency. 
 
3.3 Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis 
3.3.1 Relative Entropy 
Sensitivity analysis involves the study of how the uncertainty in the output of the 
numerical model or system can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in its inputs. 
To identify the uncertain model parameters in the ground motion model that have higher 
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contribution towards the seismic collapse risk of braced frames, we use the probabilistic 
sensitivity measure called relative entropy proposed in [34]. The foundation of this analysis is 
the definition of an auxiliary probability density function (PDF) which is proportional to the 
integrand of the risk integral 
   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) = = ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
θ θ θ θθ θ θ
θ θ θ







    (3.6) 
where ∝ denotes proportionality. The sensitivity analysis can be determined by comparing the 
auxiliary PDF ( )π θ  with the prior PDF ( )p θ  based on the definition which provides the 
information about ( )h θ  The larger difference between the auxiliary PDF and the prior PDF 
implies higher the importance of that parameter towards seismic risk [35]. This idea is not 
limited to a particular single parameter iθ  (or even group , , }{ j kiθ θ θ=θ ) and can be extended 
towards a set of uncertain parameters by looking at the marginal distribution ( )iπ θ  [29] 
 ~ ~ ~ ~
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( | )
( ) ( )
θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ θ θi i i i i i i
d h p d p h p d
h p d
π θ π θ θ= = ∝∫ ∫ ∫∫
Θ
  (3.7) 
where ~iθ  is the rest of the remaining parameters from ~, }i iθθ = { θ  except iθ . 
 To quantify the difference between the two PDFs, relative entropy can be used. For iθ , 
the relative entropy can be written as [36,37]. 
   ( ) ( )( ) || ( ) = ( )ln
( )i
i









∫      (3.8) 
One of the key challenges in calculating the relative entropy is to evaluate the marginal 
distribution )( iπ θ  for any given value of iθ . The integration itself can be calculated using 
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numerical integration when 
iθ  is a scalar quantity. For groups of parameters, Monte Carlo 
simulation can be used to evaluate the corresponding relative entropy integral. 
3.3.2 Sample-based Estimation of Relative Entropy 
To efficiently estimate the relative entropy or more specifically the auxiliary distribution 
( )iπ θ , the sample-based approach in [34] will be used. It relies on generating samples from the 
joint distribution ( )π θ , then the projection of these samples to spaces representing each 
uncertain parameter gives samples from the corresponding marginal distribution ( )iπ θ  [38]. 
Then based on the marginal samples, an estimate of the marginal PDF can be established using 
Kernel density estimation (KDE) [39]. KDE is a non-parametric approach in which the 
estimation of PDF can be done putting kernel over each sample, where siσ  defines the standard 
deviation of the kernel, liσ  is the spread of each kernel and zn  is the total number of samples. 
The sample-based approach is illustrated Figure 5 for an example with two dimensional 
parameters. The figure shows the samples for { }, 1,2i iθ =  and its projection to each dimension as 
well as the corresponding KDE. 























= =∑     (3.9) 
Similarly, to achieve a better consistency for relative entropy quantification, ( )ip θ  can 
be also estimated using KDE. In this way the error associated with KDE can be propagated 
towards both prior distribution ( )ip θ  and the auxiliary distribution ( )iπ θ . Now the 
approximation of relative entropy can be established through [38]. In the integral the boundary 
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corrections can be used for better estimation of PDFs and lb  is lower bound and ub  is the upper 
bound [34]. 
  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) || ( ) = ( ) log ( ) log
( ) ( )
ub
i i
i i i i i i
i ilb
D p d d
p p




   
=   





  (3.10) 
Ultimately this approach leads to an efficient estimation of the relative entropy, which 
can be performed simultaneously with the seismic risk assessment (e.g., using the same set of 
simulations and some stochastic sampling algorithm to generate samples from ( )π θ  and hence 
decreasing the computational burden associated with the methodology. Hence this approach can 
provide the comparison between the PDFs ( )ip θ  and ( )iπ θ  eventually defining the contribution 
of the uncertain model parameter iθ  towards the overall seismic risk [40,41]. 
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4.1 Seismic Design of Braced Frames  
4.1.1 Description of the Braced Frames 
In this study, to establish the model building, the building from the SAC Joint Venture 
project, which evaluated the performance of the moment resisting frame under performance-
based design, is used. The model building was designed based on local code requirement for 
three different cities (i.e., Los Angeles (UBC 1994), Seattle (UBC 1994) and Boston (BOCA 
1993)) [42]. For this research the 3-story model building is redesigned and modelled as a braced 
frame Figure 6. Two configurations of the braced frame are considered: the chevron bracing with 






















Location for proposed Braced Frames
 





The floor plan and elevation view of the 3-story SAC building are illustrated in Figure 6. 
The building is to be designed as standard office building. Moment resisting frames are utilized 
in the periphery of the office building. In this research, the braced frames are designed at 
perimeter of the penthouse located at the two bays in each direction of the building. The yellow 
shaded area in the figure indicates the location of the penthouse. This configuration allows the 
designed lateral load resisting system to be identical. Also, the global torsion is ignored during 
the design of the braced frames.  
 
4.1.2 Lateral Load Distribution on Structure 
All the loads (dead and live load) acting on the different floor and their distribution can 
be obtained from the report in Appendix B from FEMA 355C [42], which is listed in Table 1. 
The moment resisting frame was designed based on these loads. The self-weight of the steel here 
is assumed to be 0.622 kN/m2 [42]. 
Table 1 Load distribution on structure 
Floor Load Distribution Load (kN/m2) 
Floor dead load for weight calculations 4.596 
Floor dead load for mass calculations 4.117 
Roof dead load excluding penthouse 3.974 
Penthouse dead load 5.554 
Reduced live load per floor and for roof 0.957 
 
The given loading definition is used to estimate the seismic mass of the structure, which 






Table 2 Mass of the structure 
Floor Mass (kN) 
Roof 10155.29 
Third Floor 9386.19 
Second Floor 9386.19 
 
The new FEMA guidelines is used to calculate the lateral load acting on this system. The 
structure modelled here is assumed to be located in Seattle, and according to USGS Earthquake 
Hazard Project, the maximum considered earthquake ground motion map 9 and 10 of the 
provision provides spectral response acceleration at short period 1.5sS g=  and at 1 second 
period 1  0.5S g=  . These values are then changed based on the site class C. The steps mentioned 
below helps in evaluating the base shear of the structure (earthquake load calculation) The 
adjusted maximum considered earthquake response acceleration based on the coefficient 
obtained from the site class C, 1.0aF =  and 1.3vF =  are 
      1.5MS a sS F S g= =       (4.1) 
     1 1  0.645M vS F S g= =      (4.2) 
Then the design spectral response acceleration parameters are calculated as 
       1.0  DS MSS S g= =       (4.3) 
     1 1  0.43D MS S g= =       (4.4) 
The seismic response coefficient is then calculated based on the response modification factor 
 6R =  and the occupancy importance factor  1.5I =  (seismic group III), 




The maximum seismic response coefficient is calculated. where 0.03tC =  and  0.75x =  and 
approximate fundamental period of the structure for height of the structure 39nh ft=  by ASCE 7 
§12.8.2. 
    ( )0.75  0.02* 39  0.312xa t nT C h s= = =     (4.6) 
Now the fundamental period of the structure is determined by  
       1.4*0.312  0.44u aT C T s= = =      (4.7) 
where  1.4uC =  (coefficient for upper limit of calculated period) 
  ( ) ( ), 1 / /   0.43 / 0.44 6 /1.5   0.246s max DC S T R I g g= = =    (4.8) 
Similarly for the category E, minimum seismic response coefficient can be obtained by 
  ( ) ( ), 1 0.5 / /   0.5*0.5 /  6 /1.5   0.0625s minC S R I g g= = =    (4.9) 
The sC  value should be in between the maximum and the minimum seismic coefficient which 
resulted in  0.246sC g=  . 
The total base shear of the structure is given by 
      0.246 *6503  7116.25  sV WC g kN= = =     (4.10) 
where total seismic mass W of the structure can be calculated from the Table 3 
Finally after obtaining the total base shear of the structure, the vertical distribution of the forces 
in the each story is given by the equation below and the calculated distribution on each floor is 
represented in the Figure 7 below. 



















 of the structure) and wx is the portion of total gravity load while hx is the height from base to x 
level. The Table 3 provides the vertical forces acting at each floor of the structure. 
Table 3 Lateral load distribution on the structure on each floor 
Floor hx(m) wx(kN) wxhx Cvx Fx(kN) 
Roof 11.88 10155.29 120644.84 0.52 3700.45 
Third Floor 7.92 9386.19 74338.62 0.32 2277.20 
Second Floor 3.96 9386.19 37169.31 0.16 1138.60 
Sum  28927.67 232152.77 1.00 7116.25 
 
4.1.3 Gravity Load on the Structure 
For the design purpose, the gravity loads acting on the column is evaluated based on the 
distributed load acting on the structure from the Table 1. Load combination is taken as 1.2D + 
1.6L where D is the deal load and L is the live load and acting on the structure. Table 4 below 
lists the gravity load acting on the each column.  
Table 4 Loads acting on columns 




Penthouse 171.25 171.25 
Roof 526.66 698.37 
Third Floor 589.38 9386.19 
Second Floor 589.38 1876.70 
 
In addition to this, the maximum bending moment generated in the beams due to gravity 
loading is calculated as well. The end conditions for the beam we assumed to be pinned which 
resulted in the maximum moment  





Where p is the distributed load per feet and l is the length of the beam. The Table 5 below 
describes the maximum moments acting on the beam for both 4.57 m and 9.14 m in length [43]. 
This is calculated to obtain the maximum forces generated on the beams due to gravity load to 
select the appropriate sections accordingly. 
Table 5 Moment load on beams 
Floor UDL p (kN/m) Mmax at 4.57m 
(kN-m) 
Mmax at 9.14m 
(kN-m) 
First floor 64.44 168.12 673.84 
Second Floor 64.44 168.12 673.84 









Figure 7 Lateral Load and Gravity Load distribution on each floor of the Structure 
 
4.2 Seismic Load Resisting System 
After the quantification of the load acting on the structure including both lateral and 
gravity loads. A load resisting system is selected to maintain the overall stability and integrity of 
the structure under high seismic events. As mentioned previously the lateral load resisting system 
selected in this research are braced frame with chevron configuration and cross bracing 
configuration Figure 8. Next, the design and some details of these systems are presented. For 
both braced frames, the structural steel was assumed to be 992A  with modulus of elasticity 





Figure 8 Configuration for Braced Frames 
 
4.2.1 Braced Frame: Chevron Bracing Configuration 
The chevron braced frames are one of the type of special concentrically braced systems 
(SCBFs) in which proper detailing and design can lead to high performance system with good 




braced frame problems under high seismicity. Under large lateral displacements the braces in 
compression buckles prematurely and its axial load carrying capacity is decreased tremendously 
while the tension in the braces continues to increase without failing. This mechanism creates 
unbalanced vertical forces on the beam, and thus the overall lateral strength of the system is 
reduced. In order to counteract this effect, the zipper columns can be added at the intersection of 
the beam and the braces [45]. Here zipper columns with partial height zipper mechanisms is 
adopted as it results in better distribution of the loads and energy distribution over the height of 
the structure and thus maintaining the stability of the structure.  
In order to ensure the system behaves in the intended manner, a two-fold design phase is 
proposed. In the first phase, the frame member sizes are determined to resist the lateral and the 
gravity loads calculated in the previous sections. This corresponds to the strength design of the 
system without the utilization of the zipper column [45]. Hollow Steel Sections (HSS) members 
are used for braces. The brace sizes are calculated using the software SAP2000. The second 
phase involves the capacity design of the system in which the zipper columns are introduced to 
resists the vertical unbalanced force generated by the brace at each individual levels [43]. The 
Table 6 mentioned below lists the selection of the member size obtained after the design analysis 






Figure 9 Calculated Sections for Chevron Braced Frame with Zipper Columns 
 









W16X57 W14X132 HSS10X10X1/2  
Second 
Floor 
W16X57 W14X109 HSS10X10X3/8 W10X33 
Third 
Floor 
W14X22 W10X60 HSS14X14X5/8 W10X60 
 
4.2.2 Braced Frame: Cross Bracing Configuration 
The design methodology of this system is straightforward unlike chevron bracing system. 
This system is designed by first deciding the configuration of the braces in the lateral load 
resisting system and then subjecting it to lateral loads. SAP2000 is used to calculate the member 
size for the braces. Hollow Steel Sections (HSS) members are used for braces. Similarly, the 




utilized for the column section. The beam section for the system is kept similar to the ones used 
in the SAC steel project [42]. The Table 7 mentioned below lists the sizes of members used at 
each floor.[43] Figure 10.  
 
Figure 10 Calculated Sections for Braced Frame with Cross Bracing Configuration 
 
Table 7 List of sections for Cross bracing braced frame 
Floor Beam Sections Column Sections Brace Sections 
First floor W16X57 W14X132 HSS10X10X1/2 
Second Floor W16X57 W14X109 HSS10X10X3/8 
Third Floor W14X22 W10X60 HSS14X14X5/8 
 
4.3 Numerical Modeling of Braced Frames 
For numerical modeling and analysis of the braced frames, the open source software 














INDYAS. This is an analysis and simulation platform developed at MAE (Mid-America 
Earthquake Center) at University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. It is a state-of-the-art 3D 
static and dynamic analysis platform specifically developed for earthquake engineering 
applications. Its extreme efficiency, accuracy, verification and user-friendly graphical user 
interface made it appropriate for the current problem. It can carry out inelastic large 
displacement analysis for complex frames using the fiber approach and it has a suite of 
commonly used material models and elements [46]. 
 
4.3.1 Modeling Details 
Beams, Columns and Braces 
The beams, columns and the braced elements are modeled as fiber sections where each 
member is divided into 10 sub-elements. A bilinear elasto-plastic model with kinematic strain 
hardening material, Figure 11 is utilized for the elements where Young’s modulus
2( ) 29000  199.94 /E ksi kN m=  , yield strength 2 )50  0 34 /( . 4yf ksi kN m=  and strain hardening 





Figure 11 Bilinear Elasto Plastic Material 
Joint Element 
The end condition of the braced frames in the model is taken as ‘pin-connection’. In order 
to assign this condition in the model, a zero length spring element is assigned to the brace’s ends 
with the initial stiffness of the spring 21 20  1 10 /K x kN m
−=  . More detail on the interaction with 
the elements can be helpful from the Figure 12 mention below. In addition to this, the initial 
imperfections in the braced are assumed to be in-plane with 0.2% length of the braces in the 
model ( / 500effL  , where effL  is the effective length of the brace). Shear tab connection is also 











Pin connection is assigned to the 
brace end connection 
Magnified visualization of 
initial imperfection added 
to the bracing members 
Shear tab connection is assigned 
between column and beam when 
there is no brace.  
 
Figure 12 Visualization of joint element and imperfection in braces 
 
Damping 
Structural damping can be defined as the phenomenon that makes any vibrating body or 
structures to decay the amplitude of motion gradually by means of energy dissipation through 
various different mechanism. For dynamic analysis, it is crucial to appropriately model damping 
mechanisms in the structural model in order to accurately predict the structural responses. The 








M C K x t F F
dt dt
   + + = +   
  
    (4.13) 
where [C] is the damping matrix, [M] is the mass of structure, [K] is the stiffness of the structure. 
In finite element modeling, the damping is usually defined using Rayleigh damping (due to its 
convenience)  
      M KC M Kη η= +      (4.14) 
where Mη  is the mass proportionality constant and Kη   is the stiffness proportionality constant. 
The relationships between the modal equations and orthogonality conditions allow the damping 
or damping ratio to be rewritten as 








= +      (4.15) 
where iξ  is the damping ratio and nω  is the frequency for the mode n.  
In order to determine the mass and stiffness proportionality for a given damping ratio 
(e.g., 5%, which is used for the later examples), eigenvalue analysis of the models need to be 
done to calculate nω  first. Typically, we target a certain damping ratio for the fundamental mode, 
in which case the fundamental frequency is used to calculate the coefficients Mη  and Kη  .  
 
4.3.2 Validation of the Numerical Model in ZEUS-NL 
To validate the above modeling approach and the accuracy of the numerical model in 
ZEUS-NL, an example braced frame from OPENSEES is analyzed, and the results are validated 
against published results obtained from analysis by OPENSEES. More specifically, the results 
from pushover analysis, dynamic analysis (interstory drift ratio) and eigenvalue analysis are 




seen, ZEUS-NL gives very close results to OPENSEES for all the analysis cases. The small 
discrepancies in the dynamic analysis results could be due to different numerical schemes in 
solving the equation of motion in these two software. 
 
 















Figure 15 Eigenvalue Analysis comparison between OPENSEES and Zeus-NL 
 
4.3.3 Numerical Models for Braced Frames 
After validating the modeling approach in ZEUS-NL, the 3-story braced frames were 
modeled similarly, e.g., to achieve reasonable accuracy each member was divided into 10 
elements and each brace member was given initial imperfection as previously described. The 
Figure 16 below provides the final braced frame with chevron and cross bracing configuration 
respectively and also the brace members are magnified to make the imperfections distinctive 
[43]. Rotational spring is used to model the shear tab connection at the top story beam for both 
frames and also in the first floor for the cross bracing braced frame. 
To gain insights on the dynamic properties and performance of the braced frames, 
eigenvalue analysis and pushover analysis were carried out using the developed numerical 
models in ZEUS-NL. Figure 17 shows the mode shapes for the fundamental mode and the 
chevron braced frame has a period of 0.708s while the cross braced frame has a slightly longer 











Figure 17 Fundamental period and modal shape for both braced frames 
 
The pushover analysis is a static method of determining the performance and behavior of 




lateral loads can be evaluated using SAP2000 and its distribution on each floor can be obtained 
from the Table 5 and displacement control is adopted during loading phase till it reaches limit 
state. The Pushover Analysis results are shown in the Figure 18 [48]. It can observed from the 
pushover analysis is that the Chevron braced frame with zipper column showed a similar trend 
from the experimental results obtained from the research [49]. It also confirms that the zipper 
columns can enhanced the performance of the system as there is still some strength left after the 
brace buckles.  
 
 
Figure 18 Pushover Curve for Chevron Braced Frame with Zipper Columns 
Similarly pushover analysis is carried out for the Cross bracing frame to predict the 
inelastic response of the structure. It can be observed from the curve that strength and stiffness of 
the structure after yielding decreased exponentially which confirms the facts that the brace 




of the system confirmed from the previous studies done in 0.The pushover curve for this braced 
frame is mentioned in Figure 19. 
 
 






CHAPTER 5: STOCHASTIC GROUND MOTION MODEL 
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For dynamic analysis of the braced frames under earthquake excitations, the seismic 
hazard needs to be properly modeled. In this study, the probabilistic excitation model described 
in [50] is adopted. The near-fault stochastic ground motion (i.e., the acceleration time history) is 
established by modeling the near-fault characteristics such as low-frequency (long period) and 
the high frequency component independently and then combining them to form the final 
acceleration time history [23]. For completeness, this model is briefly described in the following 
sections. 
 
5.1 High Frequency Component 
In order to model the high frequency (>0.1-0.2Hz) component of the ground motion, a 
point source stochastic model is selected. This model was developed by utilizing the physics of 
fault rupture at the source and the propagation of the seismic waves till it reaches the structural 
site through ground medium [40]. Under this model the ground motion’s radiation spectrum 
( )A f  is a function of frequency f  whose parameters also depend on the seismicity 
characteristics such as moment magnitude M  and rupture distance r . In addition to this, an 
envelope function is used to assess the duration of the ground motion, which also depends on the 
seismicity characteristics [50]. The combination of the frequency and time functions described 
below defines the high frequency component of the ground motion. For the point-source model, 




spectral sense to the finite-fault model and its capability to generate realistic near fault ground 
motions [23]. 
According to the point-source model, the acceleration time history for a specific 
earthquake event M and the source distance r can be obtained by modulating a white noise 
sequence ] :  1, 2, .[ ( )w w TZ Z i t i N= ∆ = ……  first by the time envelope function ( )e t  and then by 
the radiation spectrum ( )A f  . So the white noise sequence is first multiplied with the envelope 
function and then the resulted sequence is transformed to the frequency domain. After that the 
sequence is normalized by the square of the mean square of the amplitude domain and multiplied 
by radiation spectrum ( )A f  . Finally, the resulted sequence is transformed back to the time 
domain to obtain the acceleration time history[40]. The uncertain model parameters associated 
with high frequency component of the earthquake is represented as qθ  , this corresponds to the 
displacement source spectrum characteristics ,a bf f  , and e  where af  and bf  are the lower and 
upper frequencies and e  is the weighting parameter. In addition, there are parameters related to 
the local site diminution o  and maxf  and also the parameters associated with temporal envelope 
function , ,w t tT λ η  where wT  is the duration of ground motion. A more detailed description is 
provided in the (APPENDIX A: POINT SOURCE MODEL).  
The parameters , ,a bf f e  and wT  corresponds to the seismicity characteristics ( M  and r ) 
while the remaining parameters are associated with site’s tectonic characteristics. Now the 
probability density function is assigned to these parameters that represents the uncertainties in 
the ground motion excitation [52]. These uncertainties provide synthetic ground motions with 




importantly facilitates evaluation of the importance of different uncertain parameters affecting in 
system’s performance [53].  
The distribution of each uncertain parameter for 
qθ  are chosen according to [54]. The 
parameter o  follows uniform distribution within [0.02 0.04], for the rest of the remaining 
parameters lognormal distribution is assumed with coefficient of variance (c.o.v)  20%fγ =  for 
the parameters corresponds to the frequency characteristics of the amplitude spectrum while 
(c.o.v)  40%tγ =  corresponds to the temporal characteristics of the time-domain envelope. 
Similarly, based on previous research [55] the median values of the parameters ,max tf λ  and tη  
are assigned as 25 Hz , 0.2 and 0.05 respectively. The median values of , ,a bf f e  and wT  can be 
calculated through predictive relationships from the equations in Appendix A. The following 
auxiliary variables are assigned in order to evaluate the influence of the uncertainty in the 
predictive relationships more precisely [50]. 
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     (5.1) 
These auxiliary variables corresponds to the uncertainties in the ,  ,  a bf f e  and wT . Based 
on the probability models discussed earlier these variable also follows a standard Gaussian 
distribution and are utilized to describe the seismic hazard characteristics as it is not dependent 
on remaining hazard parameters. So the uncertain model parameters related with high frequency 





5.2 Long Period Pulse  
The long period pulse characteristics of the near fault ground motion can be derived from 
the mathematical representation of the near fault ground motion developed by Mavroeidis and 
Papageorgiou, the mathematical expression of the ground motion velocity pulse can be described 
by the following equation. 
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    (5.2) 
where pA  is the signal amplitude, pf  describes dominating frequency, pv  describes phase angle, 
pγ  denotes number of half cycles and ot  is the time shift to specify the peak of the envelope. All 
the different parameters mentioned above have specific physical meanings corresponding to the 
seismicity characteristics such as moment magnitude M  or rupture distance r . Through 
regression analysis, predictive relationships for the median parameter values had been 
established and also the uncertainty associated with them [56–58]. The pulse amplitude pA  and 
period 
pT  are taken as  
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where Ape  and Tpe  are zero mean Gaussian variables with standard deviations as 0.187 and 0.143 
respectively and 
pI  is the indicator function describing whether the pulse exist or not. The 
probability density function for pγ  is assigned as Gaussian variables with mean 1.8 and standard 





Since not all near-fault excitations will have a velocity pulse, the probability of its 
occurrence needs to be integrated in the stochastic model as well. This is established by 
introducing a random variable 
pε  with outcomes as either [yes, no]. The probability of having 
pulse (i.e., probability of  p yesε = ) can be estimated as a function related to the seismicity 
characteristics. If the origin of the seismic hazard is assumed to be at strike-slip faults, the 
probabilistic model proposed in [59] can be used to predict this probability, 
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   (5.5) 
where r  is the rupture distance and s  is the distance between epicenter and site projection on 
the fault plane surface. Quantification of s  is taken as ¼ of the total length of rupture L  , which 
can be predicted through [60] 
    10log ( ) 3.55 0.74 LL M e= − + +      (5.6) 
where Le  is a variable with zero mean and 0.23 standard deviation. Lastly pε  is defined using an 
indicator function pI  meaning if pI  is 1 then there is probability of occurrence of pulse (
 p yesε =  ) or else 0 [50]. 
So all the uncertain parameters the represents the long period pulse can be denoted as 
,{ , },p Ap Tp p pe e vγθ =  , the parameters are independent from the remaining seismic hazard 
characteristics. In addition, the uncertain parameters associated with pulse occurrence include Le  





5.3 Near-Fault Ground Motion Model 
The stochastic model is finally established by combining the two components described 
above to generate the acceleration time-history. This model captures all the essential components 
described in the mathematical representation of near fault ground motion [23]. A visual 
representation of the above details is shown in Figure 20 where each component is modelled 
individually and then combined to obtain the final ground motion. For prediction of structural 
performance and for risk assessment purpose in the future, stochastic ground motion model can 
be used to simulate ground motions, especially for regions where there is not enough recorded 
ground motion data. Additionally, this model can also accommodate different earthquake faults 












CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
 
 
6.1 Implementation Details 
6.1.1 Overall Implementation 
To evaluate the seismic collapse risk, the stochastic simulation based approach for risk 
estimation described in Section 3.1 is used. The simulation-based approach requires many 
evaluations of the response of the structure under simulated ground motions, which corresponds 
to nonlinear time history analysis and is the most computationally expensive task in the overall 
seismic risk assessment. To reduce the computational effort, parallel computing was used and 
ZEUS-NL structure models under multiple ground motions were run simultaneously in “batch 
mode”. These ground motions were generated using the stochastic ground motion model 
discussed in CHAPTER 5:. For each simulation, the maximum interstory drift ratio of the braced 
frame under the corresponding ground motion was calculated and structure collapse is defined as 
the maximum interstory drift ratio exceeding the collapse threshold (i.e., 0.05%). Then using 
results from all the simulations, the seismic collapse risk is calculated using Eq. (3.2) for both 
braced frames.  
Then information from this set of simulations is used within accept-reject sampling algorithm 
to generate samples from the failure distribution ( | )p Fθ . These failure samples are used within 
the sample-based approach discussed in section 3.3.2 to efficiently evaluate the marginal failure 
distribution ( | )ip Fθ  via Kernel density estimation (KDE) and further the relative entropy (e.g., 
using Eq. (3.10) for sensitivity analysis. The relative entropy values are used to identify the 
importance of different uncertain model parameters in the stochastic ground motion model 




To investigate the impact of near-fault pulses in the ground motion on the seismic collapse 
risk, the case when near-fault pulse is not included is also considered. To calculate the 
corresponding seismic collapse risk, instead of running additional simulations (which are 
computationally expensive), in this study the Bayes’ theorem was used to directly calculate the 
seismic collapse risk when there is no near-fault pulse using the same set of simulations 
mentioned above. This led to significant improvement in efficiency. Figure 22 shows the overall 
implementation flowchart. Details regarding the selection of proposal density for the stochastic 
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6.1.2 Selection of Proposal Density 
To carry out the stochastic simulation, we need to have some proposal density ( )q θ  to 
generate realizations for the model parameters θ . The selection of this proposal density will 
affect the overall efficiency and accuracy of the seismic collapse risk estimation and the 
efficiency of the accept-reject sampling algorithm. 
Since typically collapse corresponds to rare event, if we directly use the prior distribution 
( )p θ  as proposal density, we would need many simulations to generate realizations that will 
lead to collapse. From the view of importance sampling, we need to have a proposal density that 
can simulate more samples that lead to collapse. Intuitively, large earthquakes or earthquakes 
with strong intensity will tend to lead to structural collapse. It makes sense to select a proposal 
density that generates more samples with large earthquakes. To this end, proposal densities are 
prescribed for M  (moment magnitude), r  (rupture distance) and pA  (amplitude of pulse) with 
the idea that ( )q θ  should be selected so that there are more samples for large M , small r  and 
large pA .  
For the case studies, the prior distributions for the above uncertain model parameters are as 
follow. The uncertainty in the moment magnitude for seismic events, M  is modeled by 
Gutenberg-Richter relationship truncated to the interval [ ] [ ],   5.5,  8min maxM M = which leads to 
the following PDF  
















     (6.1) 
where ( ) 0.9 10M eb log= . The rupture distance r  is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution 









− +=       (6.2) 
where r  is the rupture distance, pI  is an indicator function describing the existence of pulse or 
not, Ape  follows normal distribution with mean 0Apeµ =  and standard deviation 0.187Apeσ = . 
The following proposal densities are used for the above uncertain parameters. ( )q M is 
selected as a truncated Gaussian distribution between  [ ] [ ],   5.5,  8a b =  with mean ( ) 7.5q Mµ =  
and standard deviation ( ) 1q Mσ =  . The corresponding PDF is in Eq. (6.3) where the erf  is the 
gauss error function that assists in proving solution to a stochastic differential equation. 
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The proposal density for r  is selected as lognormal distribution with median  8 medr km=  
(i.e., smaller rupture distance) and c.o.v of  45%covr = .The proposal density for amplitude of 
pulse characteristics depends upon the new proposal density for rupture distance and Ape ; the 
latter is selected as normal distribution with mean ( ) 0.15Apq eµ =  and standard deviation 
( ) 0.187Apq eσ = . For the rest of the parameters, the corresponding prior distributions are used. 
With the above selection of proposal density, N=5000 samples are generated for the 
stochastic simulation. Then based on the information from these simulations, the accept-reject 
algorithm is used to generate samples from the failure distribution. With the above selection of 
proposal density, the accept-reject sampling is carried out as follows while the general steps for 
accept-reject sampling can be found in APPENDIX B: ACCEPT-REJECT ALGORITHM. In the 
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=      (6.4) 
1) Generate ju  (uniform random numbers) from a uniform distribution within 
[0, 1]. 
2) For sample jθ , accept it j=θ θ  when the following condition is met; 
otherwise, reject the sample.  
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 and fs  is a scaling factor 
( 1fs ≥ ) to ensure 
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 over the entire 
domain Θ  and not just over the available N samples, in general fs  is selected 
around1.2-1.3 so that efficiency of the sampling is not significantly decreased.  
3) Repeat 1) and 2) for all the N samples.  
Here, ( )FI θ  is the indicator function whose value is 1 when (  max thresholdISD ISD≥ ) where 
ISD = interstory drift ratio. In the end, FN  failure samples are generated from the failure 





6.1.3 Estimation of Seismic Collapse Risk 
Using the N=5000 simulations, with the above selection of proposal density, the seismic 
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   (6.7) 
For comparison purpose, the seismic collapse risk of the braced frame under stochastic 
ground motions without near-fault pulse is also calculated. As mentioned earlier, instead of 
running additional simulations (which are computationally expensive), the Bayes’ theorem is 
used to directly calculate this seismic collapse risk using the same set of simulations. More 
specifically, the failure probability of the structure when there is no near-fault pulse in the 
ground motion, ( | )pP F noε = , can be written as follows using the Bayes’ theorem 
















      (6.8) 
where ˆFP  is the failure probability calculated in Eq. (6.6) . ( | )pP no Fε =  corresponds to the 
probability of no pulse within the failure samples, and it can be estimated by Eq. (6.8). 
    ,( | ) /pp F no FP no F N Nεε == =      (6.9) 
where , pF noN ε =  corresponds to the number failure samples that do not have near-fault pulse and 




earlier. As to ( )pP noε = , it corresponds to the marginal probability of no pulse under the prior 
distribution and has the following expression 
    ( ) ( | ) ( )θ θ θ p pP no P no p dε ε= = =∫     (6.10) 
Using the same set of simulation discussed above (i.e., with ( )q θ  as proposal density), 
( )pP noε =  can be estimated through 
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∑     (6.11) 
In the end, an estimate for ( | )pP F noε =  can be established. Considering that N=5000 
simulations are used for estimating ˆFP  and ( )pP noε = , if we assume good accuracy for these 
two estimates, then the main error for estimation of ( | )pP F noε =  using Eq. (6.8) will come 
from the error in estimating ( | )pP no Fε =  using samples. The c.o.v of the estimate for 
( | )pP no Fε =  using FN  samples is 
    
( | )














     (6.12) 
where ,( | ) /pp F no FP no F N Nεε == =  and , |pF no FN ε = is the number of failure samples with no pulse 
and FN  is total number of failure samples. And the c.o.v for the estimate ( | )pP F noε =  is the 
same as ( | )pP no Fεδ =  since ( | )pP F noε =  is ( | )pP no Fε =  scaled by constant ˆ / ( )F pP P noε = . 
6.1.4 Estimation of Relative Entropy 
For probabilistic sensitivity analysis, it is carried out to quantify the importance of 
uncertain model parameters towards the seismic collapse risk. Using the generated failure 




discussed in Section 3.3.2. More specifically, the relative entropy for continuous variable iθ  
corresponds to 
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∫    (6.13) 
Based on the failure samples, KDE is used to estimate ( | )ip Fθ , and ( )ip θ  is the prior 
distribution of iθ . Then the relative entropy ( )( | ) || ( )i iD p F pθ θ  is estimated using trapezoidal 
integration for the one-dimensional integral in Eq. (6.13). 
In addition to the continuous model parameters in the stochastic near-fault ground motion 
model, to explicitly investigate the sensitivity of the seismic collapse risk with respect the 
existence of near-fault pulses, a pulse existence parameter 
pε  is also defined, which is a discrete 
random variable, and takes values of p yesε =  or p noε =  where p yesε =  means there is near-
fault pulse in the ground motion while p noε =  means there is no near-fault pulse in the ground 
motion. The relative entropy for discrete variable can be calculated as well where the integration 
for continuous variables becomes summation over all the values that the discrete variable can 
take. More specifically, the relative entropy for pε  is calculated through 
( ) ( | ) ( | )( | ) || ( ) ( | ) log ( | ) log
( ) ( )
p p
p p p p
p p
P yes F P no F
D P F P P yes F P no F
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ε ε
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 (6.14) 
Both ( | )pP no Fε =  and ( )pP noε =  have been calculated in Eq.(6.9) and Eq.(6.11) when 
evaluating the seismic collapse risk when there is no near-fault pulse in the ground motion. 
( | ) 1 ( | )p pP yes F P no Fε ε= = − =  and ( ) 1 ( )p pP yes P noε ε= = − = . Plugging these values into Eq. 
(6.14) gives the relative entropy for pε . The importance of pε  can be compared with other 




6.2  Seismic Collapse Risk Assessment Results 
 This section presents the results for the seismic collapse risk of the Chevron Braced 
Frame and the Cross Bracing Braced Frame.  
6.2.1 Chevron Braced Frame 
With 5000N =  simulations, using Eq. (6.6), the seismic collapse risk or probability of 
failure of the Chevron braced frame is estimated to be around 8.87%, and the c.o.v of the 
estimate is 7.48%, which is evaluated using Eq. (6.7). The c.o.v is an indication of the accuracy 
of the estimate (for the seismic risk), typically c.o.v of 10% or less implies a good estimate. As 
can be seen the seismic collapse risk is relatively high. This can be attributed to the closeness of 
the structure site to the earthquake fault and the structure experiences stronger ground motion 
compared to structures that are situated far away from the earthquake fault (e.g., these structures 
would only experience far field earthquake ground motion). In addition, the variation of failure 
probability when different interstory drift ratio thresholds are used is plotted in Figure 22. As 
expected, the failure probability will decrease when the threshold increases. Also the c.o.v of the 
corresponding estimates is plotted against the threshold in Figure 23. Overall, the failure 








Figure 22 Failure probability against interstory drift ratio thresholds for Chevron Braced Frame 
 





To investigate the impact of including or not the near-fault pulse in the stochastic ground 
motion on the seismic collapse risk of the Chevron Braced Frame, the seismic collapse risk when 
there is no near-fault pulse in the stochastic ground motion (i.e., only the high-frequency 
components) is also evaluated. As mentioned earlier, this is done using Eq. (6.8) without running 
additional simulations. More specifically, using Eq. (6.9) ( | )pP no Fε =  is estimated to be 
68.47% and the c.o.v is 4.55%, which is evaluated using Eq. (6.12) Using Eq.(6.10), ( )pP noε =  
is estimated to be 95.17%. Therefore, the failure probability ( | )pP F noε =  is estimated to be 
6.39% with c.o.v of 4.55%. Compared to the failure probability (seismic collapse risk) of 8.87% 
when considering near-fault pulse in the ground motions, the seismic collapse risk of the 
Chevron Braced Frame is much smaller (i.e., at 6.39%) when there is no near-fault pulse in the 
stochastic ground motion. This comparison highlights the significant impacts of near-fault pulses 
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Figure 25 c.o.v of the failure probability for no pulse ground motion against interstory drift ratio thresholds for Chevron Braced 
Frame 
 
The failure probability when different performance thresholds are used is also plotted and 
shown in Figure 24 while Figure 25 shows the corresponding c.o.v for the estimates. More 
specifically, when the performance threshold (maximum interstory drift ratio) is set at different 
damage state such as 0.004 for ‘slight damage’, 0.008 for ‘moderate damage’ and 0.025 for 
‘extensive damage’ the corresponding failure probability is slight( ) 75.45%P F =  with c.o.v of the 
estimate as 12%, moderate( ) 64.30%P F =  with c.o.v of the estimate as 9.66% and 
extensive( ) 20.72%P F =  with c.o.v of the estimate as 9.27% respectively. Similarly the failure 
probability is also evaluated for the case when there is no pulse in the ground motion. The 
corresponding failure probability is slight( | ) 68.82%pP F noε = =  with the c.o.v of the estimate as 




extensive( | ) 16%pP F noε = =  with the c.o.v of the estimate as 2.79% respectively. Table 8 below 
presents the failure probability under probabilistic pulse and no pulse ground motion for different 
definition of failure (corresponding to different damage state) for Chevron Braced Frame. 
Table 8 Failure probability of Chevron Braced Frame at different damage states 
(Damage State) Failure Probability 
( | , )pP F yes noε =  
Failure Probability 
( | )pP F noε =  
‘Slight’ 75.45% 68.82% 
‘Moderate’ 64.30% 56.55% 
‘Extensive’ 20.72% 16% 
‘Collapse’ 8.87% 6.39% 
 
As can be seen from Table 8, for the case where there is no near-fault pulse in the ground 
motion, the corresponding failure probabilities for all the different level of damage states are 
much smaller. This shows the importance of the near-fault pulse and how it can significantly 
increase the probability of failure in the structure. When no near-fault pulse is considered, 
apparently the corresponding seismic (collapse) risk will be significantly underestimated. 
Therefore, for more accurate seismic risk assessment, it is important to accurately and properly 
characterize the near-fault pulses that might exist in near-fault ground motions. Additionally, due 
to the small failure probability, the estimates have relatively large c.o.v. This is expected and 
corresponds to the challenges associated with simulation of rare events where typically large 
numbers of simulations are needed to get an accurate estimate of the corresponding failure 
probability. 
Comparing the value of ( )pP noε = =95.17% and value of ( | )pP no Fε = =68.47%, or 
equivalently, ( )pP yesε = =4.83% and ( | )pP yes Fε = =31.53%, we can clearly see that in the 




fault pulse is 31.53%, which corresponds to significant increase compared to the percentage of 
ground motions that have near-fault pulse based on the prior distribution (which is only 4.83%). 
This further highlights that the occurrence of collapse failure in the considered Chevron Braced 
Frame is highly correlated to the existence of near-fault pulse. 
 
6.2.2 Cross Bracing Braced Frame 
Similarly, the failure probability ˆFP  for Cross Bracing Braced Frame is calculated, and it 
turns out to be 13.93% with c.o.v of the estimate as 8.38%. As previously mentioned c.o.v is an 
indication of the accuracy of the estimate (for the seismic risk), typically c.o.v of 10% or less 
implies a good estimation. For this case the seismic collapse risk is relatively high. This can be 
due to the fact the distance between the frame and the earthquake fault is close which resulted in 
the structure experiencing strong ground motion compared to structures that are situated far away 
from the earthquake fault. (e.g., these structures would only experience far field earthquake 
ground motion). In addition, the variation of failure probability when different interstory drift 
ratio thresholds are used is plotted in Figure 26. As expected, the failure probability decreases as 
the threshold increases. Also the c.o.v of the corresponding estimates is plotted against the 
threshold in Figure 27. Overall, the failure probabilities are estimated with relatively good 
































Figure 26 Failure probability against interstory drift ratio thresholds for Cross Bracing Braced Frame 



























In order to investigate the impact of including or not the near-fault pulse in the stochastic 
ground motion of the seismic collapse risk of the Cross Bracing Braced Frame, the seismic 
collapse risk when there is no near-fault pulse in the stochastic ground motion is also evaluated. 
With the help of Eq.(6.8), it is achieved without the need to run additional simulations. By using 
Eq. (6.9) ( | )pP no Fε =  is estimated to be 75.3% with c.o.v of the estimate as 3.16% which is 
evaluated using Eq.(6.12). Now using Eq. (6.10), ( )pP noε =  is estimated to be 95.17%. 
Therefore, the failure probability of frame at no pulse ( | )pP F noε =  is estimated to be 11.06% 
with the c.o.v of the estimate as 3.16%. Now comparing this with the failure probability of the 
frame when there is near-fault pulse in the ground motion is 13.93% and the seismic collapse 
risk of the Cross Bracing Braced Frame is much smaller (i.e. at 11.06%) when there is no near-
fault pulse in the stochastic ground motion. This analysis highlights the significance of the near-
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Figure 28 Failure probability for no pulse ground motion against interstory drift ratio thresholds for Cross Bracing Braced Frame 























Figure 29 c.o.v of the failure probability estimates for no pulse ground motion against interstory drift ratio thresholds for Cross 




The failure probability when different performance thresholds when there is no near-fault 
pulse in the ground motions are used is also plotted and shown in Figure 28 while Figure 29 
shows the corresponding c.o.v for the estimates. For this braced frame, the failure probability 
corresponding to different performance thresholds are also calculated. So for slight damage state 
the corresponding failure probability is slight( ) 98.95%P F =  with c.o.v of the estimate as 39.81%, 
for moderate damage state the corresponding failure probability is moderate( ) 78.51%P F =  with 
c.o.v of the estimate as 12.07% and finally for the extensive damage state the failure probability 
is extensive( ) 31.37%P F =  with c.o.v of the estimate as 6.5%. The failure probability under 
different threshold is evaluated again for the ground motion with no pulse and for slight damage 
state, the failure probability is slight( | ) 92.41%pP F noε = =  with c.o.v of the estimate as 1.47%, 
for moderate damage state, the failure probability is moderate( | ) 70.17%pP F noε = = with c.o.v of 
the estimate as 1.49% and for the extensive damage state, the failure probability is 
extensive( | ) 26.51%pP F noε = =  with c.o.v of the estimate as 1.87%. The lower c.o.v values of the 
estimates indicate accurate estimates. 
Table 9 Failure Probability of Cross Bracing Braced Frame at different damage states 
(Damage State) Failure Probability 
( | , )pP F yes noε =  
Failure Probability 
( | )pP F noε =  
‘Slight’ 98.95% 92.41% 
‘Moderate’ 78.51% 70.17% 
‘Extensive’ 31.37% 26.51% 
‘Collapse’ 13.93% 11.06% 
 
 It can be observed from Table 9, for different damage states the failure probability of the 
structure is higher when the ground motion has near-fault pulse in it while for the same damage 




shows the importance of the near-fault pulse and how it can significantly increase the probability 
of failure in the structure. Also when there is no near-fault pulse is considered, apparently the 
corresponding seismic collapse risk will be significantly underestimated. So in order to achieve 
more accurate seismic risk assessment, it is crucial to accurately characterize the near-fault pulse 
that might exist in near-fault ground motions. Additionally, due to the small failure probability, 
the estimates have relatively large c.o.v. This is expected and corresponds to the challenges 
associated with simulation of rare events where typically large numbers of simulations are 
needed to get an accurate estimate of the corresponding failure probability. 
Comparing the value of ( )pP noε = =94.85% and value of ( | )pP no Fε = =75.30%, or 
equivalently, ( )pP yesε = =5.15% and ( | )pP yes Fε = =24.7%, we can clearly see that in the 
samples or ground motions that caused failure, the percentage of ground motions that have near-
fault pulse is 24.7%, which corresponds to significant increase compared to the percentage of 
ground motions that have near-fault pulse based on the prior distribution (which is only 5.15%). 
This further highlights that the occurrence of collapse failure in the considered Cross Bracing 
Braced Frame is highly correlated to the existence of near-fault pulse. 
 
6.2.3 Comparison between Two Braced Frames 
Comparing the results for the two braced frames, it can be seen that the Cross Bracing 
Braced Frame has much higher probability of failure for both the case of considering 
probabilistic near-fault pulse in the ground motions and the case of not considering near-fault 
pulse in the ground motions. The seismic collapse risk of Chevron Braced Frame is around 
8.87%, while the value for Cross Bracing Braced Frame is around 13.93%. The corresponding 




seismic collapse risk for the Cross Bracing Braced Frame aligns with our observations in Section 
4.3.3 when comparing the pushover analysis results for these two braced frames. For the 
pushover analysis, it was observed that after the braces buckle/yield for the Cross Bracing 
Braced Frame, it did not have any ultimate strength; therefore, the overall stiffness of the system 
decreased with the lateral displacement as opposed to Chevron Braced Frame. This behavior 
conforms to the general braced frame behavior where braces act as the primary component for 
resisting the lateral forces generated due to seismic action. For the Chevron Braced Frame the 
introduction of the zipper columns can also be enhancing the overall stiffness of the system. 
 
6.2.4 Uncertainty in Seismic Collapse Threshold 
The above seismic collapse risk assessment uses 5% interstory drift ratio as the collapse 
threshold. The occurrence of collapse may depend on many factor and the collapse 
threshold/limit may be different depending on numerous reasons such as type of lateral load 
resisting system, height of the structure, site location and many more. To investigate how the 
variability or uncertainty in the collapse threshold/limit on the seismic collapse risk, the seismic 
collapse risk for both frames considering uncertain collapse threshold is also calculated. For this 
purpose, the collapse threshold is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution with median of 5% 
and 30% c.o.v. To calculate the corresponding seismic collapse risk, the same set of simulations 
is used; the only change is instead of comparing each sample interstory drift ratio with the 5% 
threshold, each sample interstory drift ratio is compared with a sample for the collapse threshold 
generated from the lognormal distribution with median of 5% and 30% c.o.v. In the end, the 
failure probability for Chevron Braced Frame is calculated to be 9.44% with c.o.v of 7.46%; for 




to the case with deterministic collapse threshold, the seismic collapse risk for both frames 
slightly increased (e.g., from 8.87% to 9.44% for Chevron Braced Frame, and 13.93% to 14.52% 
for Cross Bracing Braced Frame). 
 
6.3 Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis Results 
After the calculation for the failure probability for both frames, a probabilistic sensitivity 
analysis is carried out to quantify the importance of uncertain model parameters in the stochastic 
near-fault ground motion towards the seismic collapse risk. The calculation details for the 
relative entropy values for both continuous variables and discrete variable have been discussed in 
Section 6.1.4. Note that the same set of simulations are used to generate the failure samples from 
the failure distribution and no additional simulations were used to establish the relative entropy 
values for all the uncertain model parameters in the stochastic ground motion model. 
Additionally, the importance of the pulse existence parameter pε  is also calculated using Eq. 
(6.14). The relative entropy results for some of the important parameters in the SGM that had a 
significant impact in seismic collapse risk are presented for both Chevron Braced Frame and 
Cross Bracing Braced Frame. 
 
6.3.1 Chevron Braced Frame 
The relative entropy values are reported in Table 10. Two general cases are considered. 
The first case corresponds to when there is probabilistic near-fault pulse in the stochastic ground 
motion (i.e., the existence of pulse has a certain probability, which is calculated based on 
Eq.(5.5)). This case is denoted as { , }p yes noε = . The second case corresponds to when there is 




ground motion). This case is denoted as { }p noε = . For the second case, essentially the model 
parameters in the stochastic ground motions will not have any of those parameters that are 
related to the pulse characteristics. For both cases, only some of the important parameters for the 
corresponding case are presented. In addition to individual parameters, relative entropy is also 
evaluated for some groups of parameters to investigate the joint effects of these parameters.  
Qualitatively, if there is large discrepancy between the failure distribution ( | )ip Fθ  and 
the prior distribution ( ip θ ) , it means iθ  has higher importance. Figure 30 shows the histogram 
or samples from the prior and failure distributions for ,M  af  and bf  for the ground motion with 
probabilistic pulse. As can be seen, for both parameters, there are large difference between the 
failure distribution and prior distribution, indicating higher sensitivity and higher contribution 
towards the seismic collapse risk.  
In terms of relative entropy values, for the { , }p yes noε =  case, it is evident that the 
Moment magnitude M  dominates the risk with the rupture distance r  having much smaller 
influence. The group parameter [ , ]M r  had the highest importance in seismic collapse risk. The 
higher importance of these parameters are expected since they are the primary seismological 
parameters that affects seismic risk, followed by the upper and lower frequencies of the high 
frequency components in the ground motion &a bf f . Also, the pulse existence parameter pε  has 
high sensitivity values, demonstrating the importance of near-fault pulses on the seismic collapse 
risk. It can also be noted that the primary pulse characteristics (e.g., pulse period pT  , pulse 
amplitude 
pA ) had a significant influence on the seismic collapse risk. The higher relative 




M  (see Eq. (5.4)). Overall, the pulse characteristics are shown to be crucial in seismic risk 
assessment and should be included as discussed in Section 2.3. 
For the case { }p noε = , since there is no near-fault pulse, all parameters related to pulse 
are not considered. For this case, as expected, the moment magnitude and rupture distance are 
the important parameters. As also seen from Figure 31, when looking at seismic collapse risk it is 
expected that large moment magnitude earthquakes would more likely to cause failure/collapse, 
hence the shift of the distribution towards large moment magnitudes, leading to large difference 


























( { }p noε = ) 
pε  0.9486   
M  1.3838 M  1.7234 
af  1.2187 af  1.4520 
bf  1.1390 bf  1.3120 
pT  1.0659 ruptureL  1.1125 
ruptureL  0.9379 e  1.0948 
e  0.9232 
be  0.0315 
pA  0.6539 ruptureLe  
0.0304 
r  0.0441 
maxf  0.0223 
be  0.0215 ee  0.0203 
maxf  0.0146 tλ  0.0042 
pθ  0.0140 tη  0.0029 
ruptureL
e  0.0104 
oκ  0.0024 
ee  0.0102 [ , ]M r  1.9665 
tλ  0.0089   
oκ  0.0079   
pA
e  0.0073   
pγ  0.0051   
pT
e  0.0046   
tη  0.0029   
[ , ]M r   1.5508   
[ , ]
pT
M e  1.3915   
[ , ]pM T  1.0926   
[ , ]pr A  0.6774   
[ , ]
pA
r e  0.06   
 
To facilitate a more in-depth understanding of the sensitivity analysis results, Figure 32 




( , | )p M r F . In Figure 31 the  ( , | , )pp M r F yesε = , ( , | , )pp M r F noε = , and ( , | )p M r F  
provide a great insight on understanding the importance of the seismic characteristics. For 
( , | , )pp M r F yesε =  it can be observed that even with low seismic moment magnitude, the 
existence of pulse can lead to collapse in the structure if the distance between site and fault is 
low. This again confirms the importance of forward directivity pulse for seismic collapse risk 
assessment and should not be ignored when designing the structure close to fault regions. On the 
other hand, for ( , | , )pp M r F noε = , large number of failure samples have high values of 
Moment magnitude M  and these failure occurred even when the rupture distance r  is large 






Figure 32 Samples from ( , | )p M r F (left column) for (a) p yesε =   (b) p noε =  (c) all failure samples and their probability 




6.3.2 Cross Bracing Braced Frame 
Similarly the sensitivity analysis is carried out for the Cross Bracing Braced Frames and 
the important uncertain parameter are presented in Table 11. For the ground motion with 
probabilistic pulse { , }p yes noε = , the sensitivity results are similar to the Chevron Braced 
Frame. Here, the existence of pulse pε  has the highest importance in the seismic collapse risk for 
the Cross Bracing Braced Frame, this demonstrates the importance of near-fault pulses on the 
seismic collapse risk. Other than this, similar trends are observed to the ones for Chevron Braced 
Frame. Overall, the pulse characteristics are shown to be crucial in seismic risk assessment. 
Similarly, the relative entropy for ground motion with no pulse { }p noε =  is shown in 
Table 11. For this case, as expected, the moment magnitude and rupture distance are the 
important parameters. As also seen from Figure 33 which is similar to the distribution plotted in 
the previous section 6.3.1, when looking at seismic collapse risk it is expected that large moment 
magnitude earthquakes would more likely to cause failure/collapse, hence the shift of the 
distribution towards large moment magnitudes, leading to large difference between failure 




















( { }p noε = ) 
pε  0.9435   
M  1.1959 M  1.3648 
bf  1.0086 af  1.1335 
af  0.9949 bf  1.0968 
ruptureL  0.8244 ruptureL  0.9894 
pT  0.8227 e  0.8841 
e  0.8069 
be  0.0419 
pA  0.5845 r  0.0383 
r  0.0346 
oκ  0.0243 
pA
e  0.0270 
ruptureL
e  0.0207 
pT
e  0.0213 
pγ  0.0206 
tη  0.0210 pθ  0.0172 
pγ  0.0207 tλ  0.0089 
oκ  0.0187 tη  0.0049 
be  0.0161 ee  0.0047 
maxf  0.0107 maxf  0.0038 
pθ  0.0085 [ , ]M r  1.5300 
ee  0.0054   
ruptureL
e  0.0045   
tλ  0.0024   
[ , ]M r  1.3650   
[ , ]
pT
M e  1.2043   
[ , ]pM T  0.9299   
[ , ]pr A  0.6365   
[ , ]
pA
r e  0.0817   
 
To facilitate a more in-depth understanding of the sensitivity analysis results, Figure 34 




( , | )p M r F . Similar trends to those for Chevron Braced Frame are observed for the Crossed 
Bracing Braced Frame. For ( , | , )pp M r F yesε =  it can be observed that even with low seismic 
moment magnitude, the existence of pulse can lead to collapse in the structure if the distance 
between site and fault is low. This again confirms the importance of forward directivity pulse for 
seismic collapse risk assessment and should not be ignored when designing the structure close to 
fault regions. On the other hand, for ( , | , )pp M r F noε = , large number of failure samples have 
high values of Moment magnitude M  and these failure occurred even when the rupture distance 
r  is large which implies the importance of Moment magnitude M in affecting the seismic risk, 







Figure 34 Samples from ( , | )p M r F (left column) for (a) 
p yesε =   (b) p noε =  (c) all failure samples and their probability 




6.4 Deflected Shape of the Braced Frames 
 In this section the deflected shape of the Chevron Braced Frame and the Cross Bracing 
Braced frame is plotted to understand the behavior of the braces. For each frame, the responses 
under ground motions with and without near-fault pulse and the corresponding deflected shapes 
of the frame at several time instances are plotted. 
 
6.4.1 Chevron Braced Frame 
 For the ground motion with near-fault pulse, a ground motion with Moment magnitude of 
6.55 is selected, and the deflected shape is plotted at 6 different time instances (a) 2.63s, (b) 
9.65s, (c) 15.31s, (d) 23.01, (e) 27.03s and (f) 34.95s. Figure 35 plots the time history for the 
ground motion. As can be seen, there is a large near-fault pulse at around 3s. The interstory drift 
ratio exceeded the threshold after the structure is exposed to this near-fault pulse, which shows 
the importance of pulse characteristics in ground motion on the seismic collapse of Chevron 
Braced Frame. For the ground motion with no near-fault pulse, a ground motion with Moment 
magnitude of 7.6 is selected. The deflected shape is again plotted at 6 different time instances (a) 
7.02s, (b) 10.74s, (c) 13.16s, (d) 20.46s, (e) 26.78s and (f) 34.00s in Figure 36. 
 One interesting observation can be made for the deflected shape is that, the braces in the 
1st and 2nd Floor yielded and buckled the most under ground motion. The interstory drift ratios 
for these floors were significantly higher as compared to that for the 3rd Floor. Additionally, 
under both pulse and no pulse ground motions the interstory drift ratio for the 3rd Floor is really 
small and there is negligible bending of the beams in the 3rd Floor. This can be due to the 
introduction of zipper column in the braced frame. These zipper columns help in suppressing 




analysis proves the mechanisms of the zipper columns and how they assist in making the 















6.4.2 Cross Bracing Braced Frame 
 The deflected shape of Cross bracing braced frame is also plotted here to understand the 
behavior of the system. Initially the ground motion with the probabilistic pulse is plotted at 6 
different time instances (a) 6.42s, (b) 7.89s, (c) 12.34s, (d) 13.5s, (e) 28.8s and (f) 33.34s. The 
Figure 37 describes the ground motion with interstory drift ratio for each floor with the deflected 
shape the above time instances. Similarly, deflected shape of this braced frame under no 
probabilistic pulse is also plotted at time instances (a) 9.99s, (b) 11.3s, (c) 15.79s, (d) 20.46s, (e) 
26.35s in Figure 38. 
 It can be observed from the interstory drift ratio that unlike Chevron braced frame, this 
frame has similar interstory drift ratios for all the floors. Also, the interstory drift ratio in 3rd 
Floor is higher as compared to the interstory drift ratio for rest of the floors for both pulse and no 





















 The overall study was carried out to understand the significance of the near-fault pulse on 
the seismic collapse risk of SCBFs close to earthquake faults. The modern seismic codes often 
ignored the pulse characteristics when assessing the seismic collapse risk of structures in these 
regions. To properly include the near-fault pulse characteristic in the earthquake excitation, a 
near-fault stochastic ground motion model was used. The uncertainties associated with ground 
motion parameters and the pulse characteristics were described by using probability density 
functions. A simulation based approach was adopted to propagate the uncertainties in the ground 
motion and estimate the seismic collapse risk (the failure probability) of the SCBFs. Efficient 
sample-based approach was adopted to estimate the probabilistic sensitivity measure called 
relative entropy to evaluate the important of the uncertainty in each of the model parameters 
(including those related to the near-fault pulse characteristics) in contributing towards the 
seismic collapse risk. Two braced frames, Chevron Braced Frame and Cross Bracing Braced 
Frame, were investigated. The results showed that for both frames the seismic collapse risks 
were significantly higher when the near-fault pulse was included in the ground motion compared 
to the cases when no near-fault pulses were considered. When neglecting the near-fault pulses, 
the seismic risk will be significantly underestimated. The sensitivity results showed that the 
moment magnitude and the existence of near-fault pulse as well as the amplitude and period of 
the near-fault pulses were the most important parameters affecting the overall seismic collapse 
risks for both frames. Even for some earthquakes with small moment magnitude, the near-fault 




higher structural responses. Comparing the results for both frames in this study, it was found that 
the Chevron Braced Frame had lower seismic collapse risk than the Cross Bracing Braced 
Frame, and Chevron Braced Frame seemed to be a better choice when trying to reduce the 
seismic collapse risk. Overall, the results highlighted the importance of incorporating near-fault 
pulse in the ground motion for accurate estimation of seismic (collapse) risk and also for risk-
informed design of structures located close to earthquake faults.  
 
7.2 Limitation 
It is important to keep in mind that this study investigates specific frames with adoption 
of specific models for stochastic ground motion and assumption of prior probability 
models/distributions for the model parameters (in the seismic hazard and stochastic ground 
motion model). To generalize the results to other cases, some additional considerations and 
investigations are needed. More specifically,  
1) The results that are presented in this study are based on given selection of prior 
distributions of the seismicity characteristics and the earthquake fault associated with 
the site (i.e., strike-slip fault). For different selection of prior distributions, results will 
change accordingly for the seismic collapse risk as well as the difference between 
considering near-fault pulse or not. 
2) The results are for three story braced frames with fundamental periods around 0.7s. 
For the failure samples with near-fault pulse, a histogram of these samples are plotted 
for the ratio of the period of the near-fault pulse and the fundamental period of the 
structure, which is shown in Figure 39 for both frames. As can be seen, most of the 




fundamental periods, the near-fault pulse might lead to even higher seismic collapse 





















































7.3 Future Scope 
Some of the key recommendations that can be utilized for future research work is 
mentioned below. 
1) More accurate and physics-based models for near-fault ground motions. In this study, 
it was found that near-fault pulses in ground motions could have significant impact on 
the seismic (collapse) risk assessment. Better models (e.g., physics-based models 
calibrated with recorded near-fault ground motion database) for stochastic near-fault 
grout motion can help with more accurate prediction of seismic (collapse) risk of 
braced frames and other structures.  
2) Impact of near-fault pulse other structures. In this study, the impact of near-fault 
pulse on seismic collapse risk of two types of braced frames was investigated. It is 
expected that the existence of near-fault pulse will also have large impacts on other 
structures, especially for those with longer periods considering that the near-fault 
pulse typically has long periods. Also, the ratio of the pulse period and structure 
period may have important impacts on the structural performances under near-fault 
ground motions. 
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The stochastic ground motion model described in CHAPTER 5: corresponds to the two 
corner point source model developed by Atkinson and Silva [51] and it is created by taking into 
account the physics of the fault rupture of the structural location as well as the propagation of the 
seismic wave from the fault to the site. These models consists of total spectrum ( ); ,A f M r  
which depends upon the earthquake magnitude M  and the rupture distance r , it is expressed as 
a function of frequency f  and the variation of ground motions is expressed through an envelope 
function ( ); ,e t M r  which also depends upon the same parameter as the total spectrum. These 
frequency and time domain completely represents the ground motion characteristics in such a 
way that it can be easily associated with the seismic hazard [55]. 
 
Total Spectrum 
The total spectrum ( ); ,A f M r  for the acceleration time history can be expressed as the 
product of source ( ) ,E f  path ( )P f  and the site ( )G f . 
    2( ; , ) (2 ) ( ) ( ) ( )A f M r f E f P f G fπ=     (A.1) 
These components ultimately depends upon the uncertain model parameters qθ , here only 
the functional dependence of frequency f  and time envelope ( )e t  is described here in detail. 
The source spectrum can be expressed through the following mathematical equation  
( ) ( )2 2
1
( )





f f f f
 −
= + 
+ +  





wM  is the seismic moment (expressed in dyn-cm) related with moment magnitude through 
a relationship ( )10 1.5 10.7 ,wlog M M= +  where the constant C is 20 3)10 / (4 o s sC R VF Rπ ρ β− Φ=  , 
where RΦ  is radiation pattern , 
1/21/ (2)V =  represents the partition of total shear-wave velocity 
into the horizontal components, F=2 is the free surface amplification 3 2.8 /s g cmρ =  and 
 3.5 /s km sβ =  are the density and shear-wave velocity in the vicinity of the source oR  is a 
reference distance set at 1km and ,a bf f  were the lower and upper frequencies with e  as 
weighting parameter that follows the equation. 
10 log 2.181 0.496af M= −       (A.3) 
10 log 2.41 0.408bf M= −       (A.4) 
10 log 0.605 0.255e M= −       (A.5) 
Now similarly the path effect ( )P f  can be modelled by multiplying the geometrical 
spreading and the elastic attenuation [55]. 
( ) ( ) ( )exp / ( )  r r QP f Z R fR Q f cπ = −       (A.6) 
where 0.45( ) 180Q f f=  is a regional attenuation function, Qc  is the seismic wave velocity to 
calculate the ( )Q f , ( )rZ R  is the geometrical spreading function and 
1/22 2
r dR h r = +  is the 
radial distance from the earthquake source to the site, with 
10log 0.15 0.05dh M= −       (A.7) 
which representing a moment dependent, nominal “pseudo-depth”[51] and r corresponds to the 




At last the site parameter ( )G f  is quantified by multiplying the high frequency 
diminution ( )D f  and an amplification factor ( )mA f , this diminution can be represented through 
o  filter or the maxf  filter. 
( ) ( )
1/28
   exp( ) 1  /  o maxD f f f fπκ
−
 = − +      (A.8) 
 
Time Envelope 
The temporal characteristics of the earthquake ground motion can be defined using a time 
domain envelope function from [55] and is expressed as 
( ) ( )( ) / exp ( / )tbt n t ne t a t t c t t= −       (A.9) 
where ,,t t ta b c  are selected such that ( )e t  has a peak equal to unity when t nt tλ=  , and ( ) te t η=  
when nt t=  , and these parameters can be quantified using the equation below  
[exp(1) / ] tbt ta λ=       (A.10) 
ln( ) / [1 (ln( ) 1)]t tt tb λ η λ= − + −     (A.11) 
/t t tc b λ=        (A.12) 
The time duration parameter nt  is defined by 2n wt T=  , where wT  is the duration of strong 
ground motion expressed as a sum of a path dependent and a source dependent component, it can 













Stochastic Ground Motion Model 
The stochastic ground motion can be generated by modulating the white noise sequence 
[ ( ) : 1, 2,3......, ]w tZ Z it i N= =  first by the time envelope function ( )e t  and then by amplitude 
spectrum ( )A f  . The steps below provide a brief outline how ground motion is generated. 
i) The white noise sequence Z  is multiplied by the envelope function ( )e t  . 
ii) Now this resultant sequence is then transformed to the frequency domain. 
iii) It is then again normalized by the square root of the mean square of the total 
spectrum. 
iv) The normalized sequence is multiplied by the total spectrum ( )A f   
v) At last it is transformed back to the time domain to obtain the desired acceleration 
time history. 
Figure 40 below illustrates the whole process of simulating stochastic ground motion 





Figure 40 Generation of ground motion using stochastic ground motion model 
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To generate samples from a target density ( )π θ , the general accept-reject algorithm can 
be used. It can even be applied to cases when we only know the target density up to some 
normalization constant. The accept-reject algorithm works as follows. First, choose an 
appropriate proposal density ( )θq  and then follow the following steps. 
1. Randomly simulate candidate sample cθ  from  the selected proposal density ( )θq  and 
also simulate uniform random number u  from (0,1)U . 
2. Accept { }k c=θ θ  (where { }kθ  is the thk sample) if  












     (B.1) 













     (B.2) 
3. Return to 1. Otherwise 
Note that : ( ) ( )rM q π∀ ⋅ ≥θ θ θ . The efficiency of this method is defined as the number of 
trials needed (on the average) to simulate one sample from ( )π θ . On the average, for simulating 
one sample, the number of trials needed is: 
    
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
θ θ θ θ
θ θ θ θ
r
r









      (B.3) 
If both ( )π θ  and ( )θq  are normalized densities then this simplifies to:  


















The computational efficiency of the algorithm is generally defined as the quotient of the 
number of samples/number of trails. Thus smaller values of rM  lead to better sampling 
efficiency. Since rM is given by (B.2), this shows that the efficiency depends on selection of the 
proposal PDF ( )θq  and of the scalar rM  . ( )θq  should be chosen so that (a) it is easy to sample 
from (since we need to simulate samples from this density) and (b) it is close to the target 
density. It is also important to choose rM  so that (c) it is actually close to [ ]max ( ) / ( )θ θqπΘ . 
Also, an implicit constraint is that the sup ( ) sup ( )θ θqπ ⊂  and that the ratio ( ) / ( )θ θqπ  remains 
bounded. 
 
 
